Credo Online Reference
What is Credo Online Reference Service?

A research starting point that brings together both the best in citable reference e-book content and technology that enables inclusion of your library’s other non-Credo e-resource content.
Credo Content

Full-Text Reference E-Books
Multi-Publisher
Images & Multimedia
All with full citations
Some of our 90+ publishers…

Multi-Publisher Content

Your Credo title list is made up of reference e-books from these trusted publishers and many more
Dozens of basic general knowledge ready reference titles including English dictionaries, thesauri, quote books, writing reference, bilinguals and basic general reference encyclopedias lay a solid foundation for any basic query.
Subject Specific Reference

Search millions of reference entries from your 600+ e-books in every major subject area.

Here are just a few!
Use the Image Search in your toolbar or the “Tools” to search all of Credo’s Images. Over 200,000 images are available in your collection on just about any subject.
Platform & Technology

Topic Pages
Bookshelf
Mind Map
Permalinking & Embedding
Audio & Translation
Topic Pages

Start Research Here!

Topic Pages bring together the basic facts and overview articles on one topic from Credo titles and non-Credo e-resources from your library.

With over 10,000 Topic Pages, Credo can guide a student toward helpful content no matter what they are studying – no matter where they are studying.
Bookshelf

View your Title List

Treat Credo like a bookshelf and pull off individual titles to browse.

Use the subject filters to view titles within a specific area of study.

Click the name of the book to open, browse, read and search one book at a time.
Mind Map

- Build context
- Build vocabulary
- See relationships between ideas
- Teach exploratory search

A fantastic way to introduce Credo to new users!
Permalinks

Link to any Credo page with permalinks. Found at the top of every screen as a link icon.
Embed full text articles into your LMS. Place background information on any topic, directly onto a course page. Credo will allow seamless access to content embedded in your Blackboard, Moodle, Canvas, D2L or other LMS.
Translation & Text to Speech

Text to Speech on Every Entry & Topic Page!
- Listen to the whole article
- Highlight specific passages
- Download the MP3 for later

Translate any Entry & Topic Page Article!
- Choose up to sixty languages
- Print translated passages
- Powered by Google Translate
Promote Credo to your Users!

Print Posters and outreach materials from our Help Site

http://toolbox.credoreference.com
Thank you!

support@credo-reference.com